California is experiencing a third year of drought, and one of its driest years ever—the statewide snowpack in May was at 18 percent of average for this year and reservoirs remain low. In response to these drought conditions, some local governments and water agencies (hereafter, public entities) have implemented water conservation measures. For now, many of these measures are voluntary, but as the drought continues, more jurisdictions may move towards mandatory water restrictions. This Short Subject summarizes current state law on local water conservation measures and reviews how selected public entities are enforcing water restrictions.

**STATE LAW—LOCAL WATER CONSERVATION**

California public entities may implement water conservation measures, and may establish a system of enforcement, as allowed by California Water Code section 375:

"... any public entity which supplies water at retail or wholesale for the benefit of persons within the service area or area of jurisdiction of the public entity may, by ordinance or resolution ... adopt and enforce a water conservation program to reduce the quantity of water used by those persons for the purpose of conserving the water supplies of the public entity ...."

The enforcement options available to public entities range from fines and misdemeanor charges, to local county imprisonment, per California Water Code section 377.

In addition, urban water suppliers, defined as "either publicly or privately owned, providing water for municipal purposes either directly or indirectly to more than 3,000 customers or supplying more than 3,000 acre-feet of water annually," must include a water shortage contingency analysis as part of their Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) submitted to the California Department of Water Resources (DWR). The contingency analysis must include consumption reduction methods and a list of penalties or charges for excessive use. UWMPs must also include the water supplier's 2015 and 2020 per capita use reduction targets. DWR does not monitor or track which public entities have developed enforcement policies, but does advise these entities on recommended practices through drought workshops and its *Urban Drought Guidebook.*

**WATER CONSERVATION—LOCAL ENFORCEMENT**

When a public entity declares a water emergency, it usually does so at varying stages of urgency. The first stage may be voluntary—such as encouraging water use reductions of 10-20 percent. The second stage may involve mandatory restrictions—such as limiting outdoor watering to certain days of the week. The third or fourth stages are implemented in extreme situations, and may involve prohibitions on any outdoor watering, or rationing water to consumers according to household size. Typically, penalties for violating these measures are implemented at the mandatory stage. Some public entities have established an appeals process or allow customers to file requests for exceptions to water restriction rules, due to health concerns or other issues.

Public entities enforce water conservation measures in a variety of ways—from monitoring water meter data to reliance on neighborhood reporting of violators or city officer patrols. In California, water meter usage is mandated by California Water Code section 527—requiring installation of water meters by all urban water suppliers by the year 2025. However, 42 communities in California are still not fully metered—with more than 255,000 unmetered connections statewide. These communities use 39 percent more water per capita than the state average.
Table 1 presents our review of water conservation measures for 46 selected public entities. Codes prescribing penalties for water restriction violations are varied, and subject to discretion. In addition to fines and fees, penalties fall into one of the following categories:

- Administrative citation/warning.
- Infraction.
- Misdemeanor—variations:
  - Upon 2nd, or subsequent violations.
  - All violations.
  - At discretion of entity officials.
- Monetary penalties—only.

Our review found that public entities often rely on community awareness and cooperation with conservation programs—and only prescribe penalties for blatant water-use abusers. Some local entities install water flow restriction devices or terminate water service for persistent violators. Not all water conservation enforcement is focused on punitive measures. Some communities use public messages to encourage water conservation, or offer rebates to consumers for installing water-efficient appliances and plumbing fixtures, or planting drought-tolerant gardens.7

**Methodology**

We conducted a search in the Lexis-Nexis California Municipal Codes file and reviewed the municipal codes for selected public entities listed by the California Association of Water Agencies as implementing mandatory water restrictions.8 We selected these 46 entities to present a broad sampling of jurisdictions and their varying forms of penalties for water conservation violations.

We contacted 21 entity officials to clarify ambiguities in code provisions—and received varying answers from the 17 officials who responded. Some officials stated that though infractions or misdemeanors may be listed as penalties in their codes, they are options for enforcement. For some entities, water conservation education, staged warnings, fines or excessive use charges are the primary means for corrective action, rather than infraction or misdemeanor charges (See Table 1; Responding entities noted with asterisks). To learn what penalties apply in your community, contact your local library for assistance in finding your public entity's code or regulations, or contact your local entity.

**ENDNOTES**
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